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THE CO-OP
MISSION AND VISION
The Blue Mountains Food Co-op is a member-owned
not-for-profit organisation. We value community,
respect the environment and promote equality and
social responsibility.
We seek to provide an accessible and welcoming
shopping environment, and share information to help
members and the broader community make informed
choices about what they eat and how they live.
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WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

Members

Staff

Producers

Volunteers

Community

Board

Not-for-profit Community owned Co-operative
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THE BOARD
The Board meets on a monthly basis, and has enjoyed the input of members at a number of
meetings this year. Our Directors bring a broad range of professional experience and
perspectives to their roles, and a healthy range of opinions to the table, and our discussions are
rigorous, robust, and respectful. We enjoy a strong working relationship with the Co-op’s
Manager and always seek to have an open channel of communication with staff.
As always, our goal is to identify how the Board can best serve the Co-op’s needs and to meet
this to the best of our ability.

DIRECTORS

Georgia Page, Chair

Narelle Wilson

Sonya Byron (Staff)

Helen Gillam, Treasurer

Chris Dubrow

Rachel Hall, Secretary

Kathryn Taylor
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CHAIRPERSONS REPORT

As always, my deepest thanks go to all Co-op staff for yet another big, productive year – our
Co-op is healthy and our membership numbers are stable, and this is due in no small part to
our committed and wonderful staff.
Growth this year has slowed, as reflected in our Financial Report. We have continued to
monitor this closely and to look at ways in which we can continue to develop our staff,
customer service and our members’ experience. A new trial roster was a six month
experiment to look at the impact that increased staffing had on the experience of both our
staff and customers. The results have been discussed in more detail in the
Manager’s Report but at this stage, based on our current financial position, we have elected
to wind back some of the increases but keep those that had the greatest impact in the shop.
MEAT DEBATE
The biggest issue the board has navigated this year has been addressing the possibility of the
Co-op selling meat. Just prior to the 2018 Annual General Meeting (AGM), the board
expressed its willingness to consider selling meat through the Co-op, pending the results of
further research into what we would be able to offer members and how we might go about
selling it. The board received a significant amount of communication from members
regarding this issue, both supporting and condemning the possibility, including a petition
against the idea.

"...how lucky we are to have this
co-operative as one of the
mainstays of our community..."
The Co-op presented a panel style event in July 2019 with a view to providing multiple
perspectives to consider when assessing how to proceed. The board is very grateful to all
members who have taken the time to express their concerns or support and will facilitate a
poll in October 2019 to give all members the opportunity to make a choice on this significant
issue. Members will be kept abreast of the poll results and notified of the board’s final
decision at the AGM on November 14.
An ongoing question from members is about whether the Co-op is moving premises. We
would like to see the Co-op move to a bigger location, and are doing what we can to find the
right premises however at this stage, we are yet to find a suitable option. We will continue to
look and, in the meantime, will do our best to keep coming up with lateral ways to mitigate
the limitations of the current shop.
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MILESTONES
The 2019 AGM marks the end of my 10th year as a Director and as I reflect on that decade,
my overwhelming thought is how lucky we are to have this co-operative as one of the
mainstays of our community. We stand on the shoulders of 38 years of volunteering by
people who believe in the importance of good, clean food and the power of community.
The growth and evolution of this beautiful organisation has been guided by people doing the
best they can with the resources they have available to them. It has been tumultuous at
times, but there have always been enough good hearts and minds on the case to keep us
afloat and heading in the right direction. Despite the fact that there is not always an obvious
answer to the questions we face or raise, I absolutely believe that by taking things slowly,
listening carefully and continuing to keep the values and purpose of the Co-op front and
centre, we will find ourselves in the right place. Thank you for your support, and the
opportunity to participate in the direction and evolution of our Co-op.

Georgia Page
Blue Mountains Food Co-op Board Chairperson
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MANAGERS REPORT

Reflecting on the last year and our growing understanding of the urgency to care for our
planet, one of the most powerful things any of us can do is to be mindful of our choices about
the food we consume, and the communities we build through conversation, engagement and a
shared vision.
At the Co-op we are immensely privileged to be able to do both. Not only do we
have access to responsibly grown food, we are also able to engage in thoughtful, respectful
and considered conversations with a community passionate about creating a better world.
This year the hot and very pertinent topic of discussion for the Co-op has been the
question of whether the Co-op would consider selling meat or not. On one hand we are
being urged to adopt, if we haven’t already, a plant-rich diet. And at the same time we are
also becoming increasingly aware of the role of animals in regenerating the land, building
the capacity of soil to sequester carbon and hold water. Issues of animal welfare and cruelty
also play heavily on many people’s minds in deciding whether to eat meat or not.

"One of the most powerful
things any of us can do is to be
mindful of our choices about the
food we consume..."
This is a complex discussion and I hope that everyone will engage in it respectfully, learn as
much as possible about the issues and give us your considered opinion in the member poll
on this question. Regardless of the outcome, the Co-op will continue to meet the needs of
our members and continue to share the love of growing, cooking and learning about food,
where it comes from and how it’s produced.
SALES OUTCOMES
In the past year our overall sales have increased at a more modest rate of 1% on the
previous year. But we did see some significant growth areas. Fruit and veg sales rose by 3%,
fridge goods rose by 9%, grocery items by 6%, chocolate by 5% and the Big Little Shop sales
rose by a massive 24%. On the downside sales of eggs, and some of the bulk products
dropped in comparison to the previous year. We all know that chocolate is a very important
food group but we’re not quite not sure what’s going on with the lentils and nuts! A big
thanks to the care and dedication of our three stock coordinators, Mike Patterson, Sonya
Byron and Alison Garland, who keep all our wonderful products coming in the door.
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SALES BY CATEGORY 2019
In case you’ve wondered, here’s a breakdown of what you’ve been buying at the Co-op in 2019.

One of our many projects of the year was to trial a new roster including two new positions;
assistant manager and store person. Other changes included more out of hours filling hours,
out of shop ordering hours for the Big Little Shop and increased Sunday shop hours. The
increase in hours has allowed us to do a lot of streamlining around the shop and behind the
scenes. In response to sales being slower than anticipated since the beginning of this year, we
have decided to wind back some of the additional hours but have maintained the assistant
manager and store person roles and out of shop ordering hours for the Big Little Shop.
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MARKETING & EDUCATION
Our Marketing and Education manager, Jacqueline Forster, has been very busy since she joined
us last May and we are very excited to now have a beautiful new promotional film, three
supplier films and a new website. A short version of the film was screened as an ad at Mount
Vic Flicks in August and we plan to screen it again at The Edge cinemas over the summer
period cementing our brand in the community.
The Nourishing Families project at the Hub in North Katoomba is enjoying its second year of
classes and we launched our window art space The Big Little Gallery to promote local artists'
work with environmental themes.
Other Marketing and Education initiatives have included our involvement in the Blue
Mountains Edible Garden Trail, ongoing Wellness Wednesday sessions, two Wild
Weeds workshops, the very successful night market in Co-op laneway in December 2018, and a
range of store promotions and giveaways.
WORKING TOGETHER
I continue to be ever grateful and delighted to work with our team of 25 dedicated and
hardworking staff who between us all work 400 hours a week to keep the Co-op show on the
road. On an average day in the main shop we make between 270 and 300 transactions - that's
about two sales per minute. So, if we seem a little rushed at times – you know the reason why.
Thanks also to all of our dedicated members, visiting shoppers, volunteers and directors for
being part of this vital community enterprise where you get to vote with your wallet and
choose real food grown as responsibly as possible.

Halin Nieuwenhuyse
Blue Mountains Food Co-op Manager

24%
increase in sales for the
Big Little Shop
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DONATIONS REPORT
Every year the Co-op donates 10% of net surplus earnings to local social justice,
environmental and food-related organisations.
In 2019 there was a larger than usual amount of money available for community
donations due to a high net profit for the 2018-2019 financial year and the addition
of the value of unused vouchers from previous years.
The total donations budget for 2019 was $18,218.73 made up of $13,932.33 being 10%
of the net surplus declared for financial year ending 30 June 2018, and $4286.40, the
value of unused gift certificates from previous years which were written off.

DONATIONS BUDGET TOTAL $18,218.73
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FUNDS ALLOCATION
Regular and one-off recipients of donations included the Blue Mountains Aboriginal
Cultural & Resource Centre, Katoomba Neighbourhood Centre, Thrive Blue
Mountains Family Support, Blue Mountains Refugee Support, Cancer Wellness,
Earth Recovery Food Rescue, Friends of the Earth, Share the Dignity, Wagana
Dancers, Blue Mountains Women’s Health Centre, Blackheath Area Neighbourhood
Centre, Garguree Land Care, Mountains Outreach Community Service, Varuna
Writers Centre, Breast Cancer Awareness, Trek for Timor, Rural Fire Service and
various school fundraisers.
In store, the Co-op Donations Box raised over $1,000 for a variety of causes
including: Closing the Gap Campaign - Indigenous Health - $300; Indonesian
Earthquake Appeal - $302.50; Christchurch massacre victims support - $529.75.
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In addition to regular donations, the large amount of additional funds available made a
special project of Community Grants possible. The grants were open to local not-forprofit organisations and we received 12 applications in total from a variety of groups.
COMMUNITY GRANTS ALLOCATION

A big thank you to all Co-op members and customers who helped make these worthwhile
donations possible.

Lesley Sammon
Blue Mountains Food Co-op Donations Coordinator
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TREASURERS REPORT
This financial year has been more challenging for the Co-op as evidenced by a much reduced
operating result which fell from $125,391 last year to $21,401 this year. This result is not
surprising given a tough retail environment, increased competition in the market, the rise in
expenses from suppliers and trialling of a new staffing roster.
Core revenues for the year were up by $15,000 to $1,150,854, but administration expenses rose
by a far greater amount to $1,130,582, an increase of $107,000. At year end we had $890,690 in
cash and term deposits and $138,754 in inventory, both slightly more than last year.
The Co-op remains in a sound financial position as you can see from the Balance Sheet. Net
assets are down by $14,000 on last year, primarily because of a rise in provisions for employee
sales increase for 2018entitlements.

2019 financial year
The Cash Flow Statement reflects what is shown in the Income Statement and Balance Sheet.
That is, there is an increase in the amounts paid to employees and suppliers.
In summary, the financial year has been well managed given the economic environment and I
would like to thank all who have contributed to another successful financial year at the Co-op.

Helen Gillam
Blue Mountains Food Co-op Treasurer

$21,000
net surplus for 20182019 financial year
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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2018-2019
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DRAFT MINUTES

2018 AGM

FOR APPROVAL BY MEMBERS AT THE 2019 AGM
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Where real food doesn't cost the earth

